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 The Vigilance Branch of South Western Railway has brought out this newsletter to focus on the 
preventive Vigilance aspects. It is expected that necessary corrective action is taken in regards to the 
deficiencies noted during vigilance checks.

I.  ARBITRATION

1.  Preventive measures to check tendency of inating the claims: 

	 Keep an eye, watch on contractor's tendency to create records for unjustified claims, prompt replies 
bringing out factual position must be ensured in time.

	 Ensure signing of all level books. M.Bs, bills in ink and with prescribed certificates.
	 Maintain authenticated registers day to day record of actual progress, cement and steel consumed 

and labour employed by the contractor at site, machine deployed, hindrance in working, etc.
	 Proper record of reinforcement as actually provided including laps/cut pieces etc. to be maintained.
	 Refute all vague or wrong allegations for holding up the progress of work. 
	 While granting extension of completion time, clearly mention in the letter, the reasons 

accepted/repudiated and the extent to which accepted vis-à-vis contractor's letter for extension of 
time. 

	 Do not leave any procedural or legal lacunae in the process of finalization or termination of 
contract. 

	 As soon as some dispute arises and the tendency of the contractor to go for arbitration is noticed, all 
basic records like level books, cross sections, M.Bs., correspondence file, sites records should be 
sealed and kept under custody of a responsible officer.

	 Detailed programs /revised programs for execution of work should be signed by the contractor and 
kept on record. 

	 Record of actual progress of work should also be available duly signed by contractor at regular 
intervals during the course of work execution. 

	 Ensure that proper numbering or folio numbers are given to each letter, particularly at the time of 
transfers, closing the file or when reference to arbitration is anticipated so that it is impossible to 
remove any crucial letter that are in favour of Railways.

	 Ensure Quarterly statement of claims as per Clause 43(1) of GCC. If the contractor does not submit, 
then the executive should ask for it every Quarter. Repudiate the claims not submitted as above in 
arbitration. 
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2.  Measures to avoid contractual problems: 

	 Proper professional and courteous attitude on the part of both the parties. 
	 Clear knowledge of all contract conditions, rules and orders.
	 Adequate pre-contract planning leading to a fair, accurate tender, specially scheduled items, 

descriptions, quantities, specifications, special conditions drafted to be realistic. 
	 Selection of an appropriate contractor.
	 Refrain from making changes in the scope of the work, specifications, conditions after entering into 

contract. 
	 Alertness and fairness in the administration of the contract, especially avoidance of oral instructions 

and instructions outside the scope of the contract.
	 Maintain minimum and neat correspondence and proof of delivery. 
	 Maintain proper records and register with signed acknowledgements in site orders. 
	 Ensure quick response to Contractor's letters, e.g. giving decisions. 
	 Timely fulfilment of Railway's obligations like:  land acquisition, issue of drawings, issue of 

materials, payments, etc. as per  conditions of contract. 
	 Ensure that files are handled by reliable staff.

3.  Measures to avoid Arbitration: 
	
	 As per laid down procedures, tenders should be called after approval of drawing, estimate and also 
clearance of site. 

(a)  During Tender Stage: 

 Drafting of Special Conditions related to work. (i)	
 Assessment of correct quantity, as per Drawing/Estimate.(ii)	
 Drafting of Specifications and Schedule to suit the requirement of work. (iii)	
 Assessment of Realistic Completion Period. (iv)	
 Assessment of PVC if completion period is more than one year. (v)	
 Inclusion of Railway Board circulars applicable for the work. (vi)	

(b)  During execution stage:-

 Ensure timely commencement of work. (i)	
 Handing over site immediately after issue of Letter of Acceptance, issue of approved /(ii)	
 full set of drawings in time officially, with proper acknowledgement.  
 Collecting signed programmes from contractors whenever warranted.(iii)	
 Monitoring of progress as per programme submitted by the contractor. (iv)	
 Compliance to specifications of Works and Materials, by conducting tests.(v)	
 Maintaining various registers and records. (vi)	
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 Removal of hindrance during the work. (vii)	
 Processing of variation of new items before execution. (viii)	
 Prompt reply to contractor's letters. (ix)	
 Timely measurement and payment. (x)	
 Making FCC and closing agreement after obtaining NOC.(xi)	

II.  QUALITY ISSUES IN RDSO/RITES INSPECTED MATERIALS :
	
An eye-opener for the executive

	 An important aspect in ensuring the quality of work is the availability and utilisation of quality 
materials. To ensure the quality of materials, executives rely heavily on inspection by RDSO/RITES. Once 
inspection by RDSO/RITES is done, it is seen that most of the executives blindly accept the materials. During 
the preventive checks conducted by the vigilance Organisation, it was seen that there were lot of 
defects/quality issues in the RDSO/RITES inspected materials as mentioned below.

1)  CMS Crossing: 

	 During the year 2019, RDSO inspected CMS crossings supplied to open line were subjected to 
quality check by the vigilance organisation

	 263 number of CMS crossings worth 6.50crore were of substandard quality. 
	 Despite being pre-inspected by RDSO, serious surface defects like grooves, blow holes, out of plane 

surfaces, elongated holes, chiselled nose et cetera were found. 
	 A follow-up joint inspection by a team of RDSO and headquarters officials found that only two 

crossings were free of any defect. 
	 Finally 161 numbers were repaired in the P-way store depot, 70 numbers were repaired in the 

factory of the firm and 32 numbers were completely rejected.
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2.  RCC DUCT : 

	 RCC duct is an important item to protect the cables laid below the ground. 
	 During the year 2020 substandard quality of RCC ducts supplied to construction organisation.
	 The design strength of the RCC duct was M 25, but they were getting broken under minor handling 

pressure.
	 All the RCC ducts were inspected by RITES before supply. 
	 100 number of RCC ducts were rejected at site and standard quality of RCC ducts for work was 

ensured by the executives
	 Hence it is very crucial that executives check the RDSO/RITES inspected materials carefully to ensure 
quality as per the requirement.
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III.  SENSITISATION SESSION FOR THE MEDICAL OFFICERS OVER SWR

	 A  Sensitisation session on the Role of Individuals on Preventive Vigilance was conducted by 
Dy.CVO/E & S for Medical Officers of SWR on 05.08.2021. It was presided over by PCMD/SWR & 
SDGM/SWR. Over 18-20 Medical Officers attended physically, CMS/UBL, SBC, MYS and around 50 
Medical Officers attended virtually. In the sensitisation session, the following aspects were highlighted the 
main areas of concern in the Medical Department were discussed.

	 Non consideration of available ground balance, Existing P.Os, Average monthly consumption, 
anticipated consumption, at the time of ordering against rate contracts leading to over stocking of 
medicines.

	 There was no checklist at the time of receipt of medicines and accepted medicines are in violation of 
Purchase Order's condition of shelf life.

	 Non monitoring of short expiry and slow moving Medicines.
	 No digitization of stores in UDM module

	 In addition to above, an interactive session  on evaluation of bids in tender, discrepancies in 
referrals and misuse of SOP provisions in quotations was held. Medical Officers were sensitised in all the 
above areas and some of the case studies were discussed.

 SDGM/SWR stressed on training staff, system improvement and the need to focus on the processes. 

IV.  IMPERSONATION IN MEDICAL EXAMINATION
	
B  :RIEF

	 Medically unfit candidates got appointment under LARSGESS quota.
	 The candidate failed medical examination first time on account of being colour blind and left 

medical examination midway second time. 
	 Third time, in the year 2015, some other person (impersonator) attended medical examination on 

behalf of actual candidate and passed it.
	 After cross-examination of photo records from medical memo and service records discrepancies 

were found 
	 Further investigation of thumb impression and signatures confirmed impersonation

L   :EARNING POINTS

	 Officials sending candidates to medical examination should carefully examine the reports of the
 examination.
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	 list of candidates not completing medical examination to be sent to concerned department to avoid 
impersonation(system improvement suggested)

V.  IRREGULARITIES IN REFERRALS AND BILLING

	 SWR vigilance conducted a Preventive check on referrals from Railway Hospitals and the following 
points were noted

	 3 fold increase in referral hospital bills within a span of 4 years
	 Disproportionately high referrals  were made for one particular empanelled hospital of SWR 

despite having four other hospitals in the list
	 An ineligible dependent was referred to an empanelled hospital without checking the genuineness 

of the patient 
	 As per MOU with empanelled hospitals, there should be a medical audit of the service provided by 

the empanelled hospital by Railways or its nominated agency, but no such auditing was done.

M     'X'ALPRACTICES FOLLOWED BY HOSPITAL

1.	 Overspending on specific medicines. 
2.	 Medicines were charged at 10% lesser than MRP whereas Railways procured the same medicine at 

much lower price. Rs.57 lakh was paid extra in the medicine bill compared to the Railway purchase 
rate.

3.	 Empanelled hospital had billed higher dosage medicines than prescribed lower dosage medicine 
even though ideal lower dosage forms were available, added excess medicine in the bill, claimed 
more on service charges for treatment and ward charges. 

4.	 As per MOU, an empanelled hospital has to submit a purchase invoice along with the bill for 
medicines costing more than Rs. 1,000/-. Prima facie it was found that the purchase invoices 
submitted were forged by changing the batch no. of the medicines, manufacturer's name in invoices 
having the same invoice numbers.

S    YSTEM IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTED

	 To check genuineness of patients before making referrals
	 Making UMID card mandatory for all referrals
	 Giving option to patients to get referred to empanelled hospital of their choice
	 Closer scrutiny of medicine billing by referral hospitals
	 If needed, purchasing referral medicines on rate contract
	 Conducting audit of services provided by empanelled hospitals as per MoU
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VI.  DO's and DON'T for BOOKING OFFICE  STAFF

	 Preventive checks were conducted across various booking offices over South Western Railways. 
Based on the analysis of the common mistakes, the following points are listed for the benefit of the 
staff.

1.  Declaration of personal cash 

	 Not to declare inflated personal cash. 
	 Declaration in the system also

2.  Accountal of ticket rolls.

	 Entering the ticket Roll numbers in register before taking from the inventory
	 Taking the rolls as per serial number and not taking randomly. This is critical to avoid ticketing 

frauds.
	 Feeding the exact number of part roll and full roll in system .

3.  Mismatch of tickets 

	 Continuous monitoring to keep the mismatch at bare minimum 
	 Rectify any miss match without delay
	 Record the reason for mismatch in mismatch register 
	 Records keeping of miss match tickets for verification letter

4.  Non-issual of tickets and special cancellation

	 Keep nonissue /special cancellation at bare minimum. 
	 Remarks of non-issual/special cancellation to be entered on face of ticket by the operator. 
	 Keep record of all non-issual/special cancellation tickets as well as entering all the details in non-

issual/special cancellation register respectively. 
	 In case of special cancellation, endorsement of supervisor in special cancellation register is 

mandatory.

5.  Remittance of cash by TTEs

	 Booking staff should ensure that no other person except the concerned staff should remit the cash at 
counter

	 Govt cash to be deposited by the TTE himself at the counter
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6.  Working as per Roster

	 Last minute changes in violation of roster to be avoided
	 Proper record of leaves to be maintained
	 Any unauthorised absence to be marked in the muster by the supervisor without delay

7.  Handling Govt. Cash

	 Passengers to be tendered exact change
	 Govt cash and personal cash should be kept separately
	 Any excess GC found should immediately be remitted
	
	
	 The Sr. DCMs should counsel the staff in above aspects. If Non-issual, spl cancellation, mismatch 
and taking ticket rolls randomly is curtailed then the scope of UTS ticketing frauds can be minimised greatly.




